before the 1992 presidential election. Thus, they sought accelerated Supreme Court review of the Pennsylvania case to ensure a ruling during the 1991 Term, and then prepared to condemn the outcome.
Environmentalists, on the other hand, did not welcome the Court's decision to grant review in Lucas because they feared that the likely adverse ruling would chill environmental regulations. They anticipated that a state or local environmental protection agency would reduce its regulatory efforts if it thought that the Supreme Court had dramatically increased the government's obligation to compensate owners of property subject to environmental protection laws. Based on the assumption that few regulators would actually read the opinion, whereas many would react to news reports, environmentalists sought to use the media to control the ruling's immediate impact. 6 The result was an orchestrated, and largely successful, effort to prompt the national news media to characterize the Lucas decision as legally insignificant. 7 The case for the Lucas decision's insignificance is easy to make. The Supreme Court based its ruling for the landowner on the factual assumption that the challenged developmental restriction had deprived the landowner of the entire economic value of his property. 8 But no member of the Court seemed to believe that this assumption was valid. Four Justices explicitly questioned its accuracy,9 and the majority opinion carefully avoided any intimation to the contrary. 10 The majority also declined to identify "the 'property interest' against which the loss of value is to be measured," thereby depriving the elimination of economic use test of all but "rhetorical force."ll The Court's comments on the taking issue could therefore justifiably be deemed mere sport, which is why Justice Souter saw "little utility in attempting to deal with this case on the merits" and voted to dismiss the writ 6 . Rudy Abrahamson, High Court Backs Compensation for Losses of Land Use, L.A. TIMES, June 30, 1992, at A15 ("But environmentalists, who had feared that a court ruling might sharply inhibit efforts to protect wetlands and combat beach erosion, hailed the decision because it was closely confined to the South Carolina law."); Karen Riley, Land Ruling Called Overly Narrow, WASH. TIMES, June 30, 1992, at A4 (" 'I don't think it will have too much of an impact.''') (quoting David Gardiner of the Sierra Club); Karl Vick, States Could Pay for Land Value Lass, ST. PETERSBURG TIMES, June 30, 1992, at Al ("Environmental groups, having feared a broader decision that might have undercut the premise of more regulation, expressed relief.").
7. J. Linn Allen, Court Boosts Property Rights vs. Regulation, CHI. TRIB., June 30, 1992, at Cl ("[T]he decision was not, as some had expected, a broad rebuke to government land-use regulations."); Linda Greenhouse, Justices Ease Way to Challenge Land Use Rules That Prevent Del·elop-ment, N.Y. TIMES, June 30, 1992, at A18 ("But the 6-t0-3 decision stopped well short of the sweeping vindication of property rights that many conservatives had hoped for."); Tom Kenworthy & Kirsten Downey, South Carolina May Have to Pay Compensation in Property Case, WASH. POST, June 30, 1992, at AIO (" [T] he ruling was something of a disappointment to supporters of an expansive interpretation of the Fifth Amendment's 'just compensation' clause.").
8. Lucas, 112 S. Ct. at 2890 (quoting the trial court's finding that the regulation of Lucas' lots "render[ed] them valueless") (alteration in original).
9.
[d. at 2903 (Kennedy, J., concurring); id. at 2908 (Blackmun, J., dissenting); id. at 2919 n.3 (Stevens, J., dissenting); id. at 2925 (Statement of Souter, J., arguing for dismissal of certiorari).
10. [d. at 2896 n.9. 11. [d. at 2894 n.7.
May 1993] "SPINNING" LUCAS 1413 as improvidently granted. 12 But the likely practical insignificance of the ruling for the South Carolina Coastal Council is only an incidental aspect of Lucas. The Supreme Court rarely grants review simply to decide a particular case. The Court's opinions are intended to reach a far wider audience. The Justices know that lower courts interpret the Court's opinions as signalling doctrinal shifts, which the lower courts then amplify in their own district and appellate court rulings. Thus, like the environmentalists and the pro-choice advocates, Supreme Court justices frequently add "spin" to their opinions to encourage overreading. Justice Scalia, who wrote the Court's opinion in Lucas, may well be the current master of such opinion-writing "spin."
Like many of Scalia's opinions,13 Lucas promises more than it delivers, perhaps with the hope that the lower courts will mistake the promise for the delivery and adopt its broad language rather than its narrow holding. 14 But what makes Lucas truly fascinating is that its effect may be far different from that likely envisioned by the majority, or at least by Justice Scalia. Lucas may not in fact portend a doctrinal shift toward enhanced Fifth Amendment scrutiny of environmental restrictions on real property. Ironically, the more likely effect will be fewer successful takings challenges.
The purpose of this essay is to explain why this is so. The essay is divided into three parts. Part I describes and discusses the significance of the Lucas majority's desire to draft an opinion making environmental regulations more susceptible to takings challenges. Part II identifies the majority's antiquated notions of the physical and social function of real property as the source of the majority's misguided efforts. Finally, Part III describes how the majority's analytical framework may ultimately make it easier, rather than harder, for environmental protection measures to survive takings challenges.
I. PROPERTY VERSUS ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
Understanding Lucas requires historical perspective, albeit of recent vintage. The last twelve years have seen a steady shift in the conservative ideological agenda. Arguments over "states rights," '~udicial activism," and "separation of powers" have given way to the "takings issue" as the predominant political litmus test for conservative lawmakers.
The transition is understandable. The formative years for many contemporary conservatives were during the Carter presidency, when they had little influence over federal policy or the selection of federal judges. As a result, they sought to limit the reach of federal agencies and judges by trumpeting Conservatives turned next to the "separation of powers" doctrine as a means of limiting regulatory encroachments on individual autonomy. Like federalism, separation of powers offered the pretense of a neutral legal principle that in fact favored their ideological goals once conservatives controlled the executive branch. From this perspective, it seems more than mere coincidence that the separation of powers fervor gained particular prominence among conservatives after the Democratic Party regained control of the Senate in 1986, because the democratic victory increased the conflict between the (Republican-controlled) executive and (Democrat-controlled) legislative branches. 16 The rise of the "takings issue" is the latest and most interesting shift in the conservative agenda. Its ascension reflects both the successes and failures of conservative efforts to influence federal policy. In the eyes of many conservatives, the Reagan and Bush Administrations failed to deliver on their promise of relief from "unnecessary" regulation, especially in the area of environmental protection. The aggressive deregulation efforts of EPA Administrator Anne Gorsuch and Secretary of the Interior James Watt resulted in more embarrassment than fundamental change. 17 Environmental regulations have actually increased during the past twelve years, largely due to congressional distrust of Administration policies and the tenacity of agency bureaucracies. ls The takings issue responds to this political failure by exploiting the conservative movement's greatest success: its capture of the federal judiciary. With the appointment of a critical mass of federal judges receptive to the concerns of business, the Takings Clause offers a way to insulate commercial interests from the regulatory "excesses" that the Reagan and Bush Adminis- 30 The second case, PFZ Properties, Inc. v. Rodriguez,31 similarly fizzled. That case involved a substantive due process challenge to state land use regulations. Following oral argument, the Court dismissed the writ of certiorari as improvidently granted, apparently because there was less to the merits of the constitutional claim than first appeared. 32 The oral argument transcript suggests that some members of the Court believed that the petition for a writ of certiorari's characterization of government misconduct was not supported by the record before the Court,33 and that other Justices were not sympathetic to the claim of a "property right" in the receipt of a construction permit from the government. 34 Thomas The briefing and much of the oral argument in Lucas suggested the possibility of an equally disappointing result for the landowner. In his petition for a writ of certiorari, the landowner characterized the issue as whether a state law that deprives a property owner of all the economic value of her land in order to confer environmental benefits on the public constitutes an unconstitutional taking. 3S But, as often happens, a very different case emerged from the briefs and oral argument.
In his brief, the landowner, Lucas, proposed a simple rule: "[T]he enforcement of land-use regulations which have the effect of eliminating the value of private property should be per se subject to the just compensation requirement of the Fifth Amendment."36 During oral argument, counsel for Lucas acknowledged, after some resistance, that Lucas was asking the Court to adopt such a per se rule, under which a regulation would constitute a taking "[i]f it takes away all the economic value," independent of whether a nuisance or threat to public safety exists. 37 The Justices' questioning, however, reflected substantial skepticism about the wisdom of such a rule. 38 And, as this was the only legal argument made by Lucas before the South Carolina Supreme Court,39 affirmance seemed surprisingly within South Carolina's grasp.
With the benefit of hindsight, however, the more prophetic moment at oral argument was not the discussion of the per se rule, but Justice White's inadvertent reference to the South Carolina Supreme Court as "the California court."40 What Justice White's ofiband remark crystallized was that certain members of the Court, including one whose vote was necessary for an affirmance, were unlikely to confine themselves to the boundaries presented by the facts and legal arguments in the case before the Court. A disproportionate number of the takings cases to reach the Supreme Court since 1978 originated in California,41 whose federal and state court environmental deci- 38. ld. at 16 ("[1]t seems to me that there are instances in which all economic viability can be deprived because of an urgent safety reason, and that there's no taking. "); id. at 17 ("But that wasn't challenged in this case. All of you-your whole theory is that if all economic viability is lost, that that's the end of the case."); id. at 25 ("You want the per se rule, and you argued it below. If it takes away all the economic value, it is a taking that has to be compensated. They are saying that is so sometimes but not all the time, that if there is a nuisance, if it is threatening the public safety, you can take it all away without paying and you deny that."). sions seem to attract great skepticism from the Supreme Court. Supporters of the state law in Lucas had hoped that its heralding from the more conservative shores of South Carolina would reduce the possibility of the Court's associating the South Carolina law with California judicial excesses. Justice White's twice-repeated reference to the California courts suggested otherwise. 42 The Justices were more likely to view the South Carolina law as part of a broader national problem requiring the Court's attention. The Court's opinion reflected this broad view of the issues at stake. The majority surmounted a range of obstacles to reach the merits of the case, including ripeness, standing, and the sheer improbability of the lower court's factual findings. In ruling on the merits, the Court ultimately purported to endorse the landowner's position when, in fact, it squarely rejected his core legal theory.
Both at trial and before the South Carolina Supreme Court, the landowner had exclusively pursued the narrow legal theory that the South Carolina law's economic impact on the land's market value rendered the law's operation a per se taking. According to Lucas, the character or degree of physical harm that the restriction sought to avoid was irrelevant to the law's constitutionality. Hence, Lucas brought the lawsuit without ever challenging the Coastal Council's conclusion that placement of the setback line (delineating the closest point to the shore suitable for permanent structures) landward of his property was warranted. 43 Pursuant to this strategy, Lucas' counsel objected at trial to the introduction of any evidence of the "erosion [that could result from the] construction of habitable structures along the beach front,"44 contending that such evidence was irrelevant to the issue before the court. 45 Lucas had presented a similarly narrow argument before the state supreme COurt. 46 The Lucas majority, however, did not embrace the landowner's view that economic impact alone could transform a land use restriction on development into an unconstitutional taking. The majority concluded instead that there were circumstances where no compensation would be required even though a regulation deprived the landowner of all economic value. 47 The majority at first described these circumstances fairly narrowly, as requiring a showing "that the proscribed use interests were not part of his title to begin with."48 But the scope of this exception expanded significantly when the Court characterized regulations that "inhere in the title itself" as including "restrictions that background principles of the State's law of property and nuisance already place upon land ownership."49 This proposed "nuisance" exception was precisely what Lucas had argued against throughout the litigation. The Court elaborated on the "background principles" exception in tenns entirely consistent with the "hann" inquiry proposed by the South Carolina Coastal Council. In fact, the Court's nuisance analysis-one of the "background principles oflaw" that "inhere in the title"-embraced the very same balancing test that it had discarded in previous paragraphs. According to the Court, the " 'total takings' inquiry" will ordinarily entail ... analysis of, among other things, the degree of harm to public lands and resources, or adjacent private property posed by the claimant's proposed activities [,] ... the social value of the claimant's activities and their suitability to the locality in question, and the relative ease with which the alleged harm can be avoided through measures taken by the claimant and the government (or adjacent private landowners) alike. 50 The Court also pointed out that application of these background principles is a dynamic rather than static exercise. While the underlying legal principles may remain the same over time, the restrictions on the use of property could legitimately change. As the Court freely acknowledged, "changed circumstances or new knowledge may make what was previously pennissible no longer SO."51 The Court suggested two circumstances where new infonnation could lead to complete prohibitions on development that would survive a takings challenge: landfilling that would cause the flooding of neighboring properties and nuclear power plant construction on a newly discovered earthquake fault. 52 As described in South Carolina Coastal Council's brief before the Court, however, the hanns its challenged restrictions sought to prevent are analogous to the hanns in the Court's two examples. 53 What is therefore perhaps most striking about the majority ruling in Lucas is the extent to which the Court bent over backwards to draft an opinion that seemed wholly favorable to the landowner, while in fact rejecting much, if not all, of his legal theory. The Court's eagerness to confer a "win" on the landowner in Lucas parallels its apparent desire earlier in the same Tenn to cally valuable use," id. at 2900, or leaves the land "without economic value," id. at 2894 n.7, "without economically beneficial or productive options," id. at 2894, or "economically idle," id. at 2895. avoid giving the government a win in PFZ Properties. 54 The Court's pro-property predilection is revealed most starkly by comparing its actual opinion in Lucas with the one that it could have written on essentially the same grounds in favor of the South Carolina Coastal Council. As discussed above, the only issue before the South Carolina Supreme Court was whether an environmental regulation's economic impact on a particular landowner is enough to render the regulation an unconstitutional taking. 55 The landowner did not deny that his proposed construction might cause a common law nuisance; such inquiry was simply deemed irrelevant to the challenge he advanced. After concluding that a "background principle" or "nuisance" exception to constitutional takings exists, the Lucas majority could have affirmed the state court judgment on precisely such grounds.
Strictly speaking, the South Carolina Supreme Court had answered correctly the only issue before it, when it held that economic impact alone is not enough to establish an unconstitutional taking. To dispose of the case, the United States Supreme Court did not have to consider the state court's characterization of when government action might constitute a compensable deprivation of property, because Lucas did not raise that subsidiary issue in the lower court litigation. Accordingly, the state supreme court simply had no occasion to consider whether the landowner's proposed construction (which, in fact, had never been proposed) would amount to a common law nuisance based on the "background principles" of law against which ownership is defined.
While it is not uncommon for the United States Supreme Court to uphold a lower court judgment on grounds other than those raised in the lower court, the converse (reversing a judgment on independent grounds) is a more questionable practice. It allows a disappointed litigant a second bite at the appellate apple: Lucas was permitted to relitigate his case in state court based on a more palatable legal theory than the one originally offered.
Of course, no jurisdictional bar precludes the Court from reaching out when it disagrees with what it sees as the ultimate import of a lower court's jurisprudence. The Supreme Court is free to dispose of any prudential considerations that would otherwise have prevented the landowner in Lucas from receiving a rehearing. But the Court's generosity towards the landowner contrasts sharply with its refusal to consider the state government's challenge to the trial court's findings of fact. 56 No jurisdictional bar prevented the Court from examining the critical threshold matter of whether the challenged regulation actually deprived Lucas' land of all economic value. With respect to this argument, however, the Court suddenly found the prudential concerns preclusive. 57 The Lucas majority was clearly determined, and impatient, to issue a ruling favorable to the landowner. Less clear is the justification for this impatience. Presumably, the majority thought that environmental restrictions pose a sufficiently serious and immediate threat to private property rights to justify reaching out to provide guidance on an issue arguably more hypothetical than real. But missing after Lucas is what was missing before: meaningful evidence that the "parade of horribles" envisioned by the Court is in fact occurring to landowners across the country. At least whenever a so-called "horrible" takings case has reached the Supreme Court, a full airing of the facts has revealed only adversarial smoke. 58 The extreme cases have yet to materialize, which is why the Court in Lucas had to base its ruling on a hypothetical fact pattern. A political movement derived from anecdotal accounts of governmental abuses, rather than an actual case or controversy, is the root of the majority ruling in Lucas.
II. (UN)R.EAL PROPERTY
The majority's current zeal to repel the perceived environmentalist assault on private property rests on serious misperceptions regarding the nature of land. The Court does not appreciate the now-settled ecological notion that land "is not merely soil; it is a fountain of energy flowing through a circuit of soils, plants, and animals."59 Land is not a discrete, severable resource that respects the surveyor's binary-based boundaries. It is part of a complex, interdependent ecological system. Nor does the Court appreciate that over the past century our relationship to the land has fundamentally changed. Land is now a highly regulated commodity, and its ownership is no longer the touchstone of human autonomy or the source of individual freedom.
The Lucas Court revealed its misperception of the physical realities of land in its remand instructions to the lower court. The Court made quite clear its view that the South Carolina courts should not hold that "background principles of the State's law of property and nuisance" would have barred Lucas from developing his property regardless of the regulation. 60 The Court stated that there is "ordinarily ... a lack of any common-law prohibition" when "a particular use has long been engaged in by similarly situated owners," and "other landowners, similarly situated, are permitted to continue the use denied to the claimant."61 On the off chance that the state courts might miss the Court's not-so-subtle message regarding what "state law" should be, the Court also emphasized that state courts are confined to "an objectively reasonable application of relevant precedents."62
The Court displayed no appreciation of the factors that led South Caro- lina to conclude that the physical characteristics of Lucas' land made it the wrong place for the construction of a house. The Court ignored the applicability of its own parenthetical acknowledgment that "changed circumstances or new knowledge may make what was previously permissible no longer SO,"63 without offending the Takings Clause. South Carolina had enacted this law precisely because of its enhanced understanding of the dangers posed by future development, and of how preexisting development increased, rather than diminished, those dangers. The land at issue in Lucas is virtually a mirage. The property is immediately adjacent to the shore, with no natural barrier to separate the proposed construction sites from the ocean. Subject to the daily action of the tide and erosion from storms, the shifting sands of Lucas' beach are no more static than the waters that constantly transform them. Both of Lucas' lots were entirely under water as recently as 1963, and partially covered by ocean ponds as late as 1973.64 Further, due to the competing forces of accretion and erosion, the shoreline has been landward of Lucas' seaward property line 50 percent of the time since 1949, and landward of the road behind Lucas'lots 15 to 20 percent of the time over that same period. 65 One can easily see how and why the construction of a permanent structure on Lucas' property might be dangerous to its inhabitants or neighboring properties. Normally, the construction of a single-family home does not present dangers to human health and safety. But the fragile, ever-shifting ground near the shoreline is not like most places. A house on such unstable land presents acute risks. That a house ordinarily serves a benign residential purpose does not immunize it from the natural forces of the coastal zone. 66 The extent to which the individual Justices' abilities to appreciate the physical characteristics of land influenced the outcome in Lucas is best demonstrated by contrasting the majority opinion with the concurring opinion filed by Justice Kennedy. Court watchers who had anticipated Justice Kennedy's solid vote in favor of the landowner in Lucas were no doubt surprised by his opinion. Although Kennedy agreed that a remand was warranted, he remained open to the possible legitimacy of the South Carolina Coastal Council's position. He contended that the "State should not be prevented from enacting new regulatory initiatives in response to changing conquickly concluded that there had been a taking, even though it lacked a full briefing on the applicability of South Carolina nuisance law to the case. Nor should the fact that many others had constructed homes in the past prevent South Carolina from barring similar construction in the future. In the words of the Lucas majority, any seeming unfairness is simply the price of "mak [ing] what was previously permissible no longer so" based on "changed circumstances or new knowledge." 112 S. Ct. at 2901 (citing RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF TORTS § 827 cmt. g (1978». Certainly South Carolina'S failure to apply the restriction retroactively and order the removal of existing structures does not undermine its purpose. Such a measure would raise a qualitatively different, and more serious, Takings Clause problem. It would require a "physical invasion" of the land and would destroy part of the realty itself (such as a house).
ditions."67 Nuisance law, he added, should not be "the sole source of state authority to impose severe restrictions."68 Explicitly recognizing the significance of a resource's physical characteristics, Kennedy commented that "[c]oastal property may present such unique concerns for a fragile land system that the State can go further in regulating its development and use than the common law of nuisance might otherwise permit. "69
As a Californian, Justice Kennedy's insight into the desirability of environmental regulation may stem from personal experience. California courts have historically been particularly responsive to environmental concerns, possibly because Californians have more reason to be aware of the hidden perils in land which, to the untrained eye, might seem appropriate for unrestricted development. In California, the repeated losses of life and destruction of property caused by earthquakes, mudslides, floods, and fires serve as effective teachers.70 Analogous lessons based on historical experience prompted South Carolina, a state hardly known for regulatory excess, to enact the restrictions challenged in Lucas.71 South Carolina, unlike the Lucas majority, understood the very real dangers of adhering to cultural fictions regarding land when the land in question is part of a fragile and interdependent ecosystem.
The Court's decision to provide heightened constitutional protection to developmental uses of real property was as disturbing as its ignorance of the potential fragility of land. The Lucas Court drew a curious, yet sharp distinction between personal and real property. The Court concluded, in effect, that an owner of personal property is entitled to relatively less protection under the Takings Clause: "[B]y reason of the State's traditionally high degree of control over commercial dealings, [the owner of personal property] ought to be aware of the possibility that new regulation might even render his property economically worthless."72 The Court found, however, no comparably diminished expectations in real property rights. Such a notion, the Court explained, would be "inconsistent with the historical compact recorded in the Takings Clause that has become part of our constitutional culture."73 The Court's distinction between the expectations of real and personal property holders does not derive from the text of the Takings Clause,74 which appears to apply to "real" and "personal" property alike. 
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[Vol. 45:1411 course, the Court's empirical assumption regarding the relative degree of state regulation over the two types of property is questionable. Although there was a time when such a distinction could have validly been made, for the past twenty-five years (long before most current property owners received their titles), regulation of state and local land use has rivaled that of personal property.75 The Court's references in Lucas to "historical compact" and "constitutional culture" may reflect an oddly nostalgic view of a very different era. The United States today is not, however, a Jeffersonian society of individual small family farms, where citizens derive their independence and identity from owning discrete plots of land. Today many interests in land are commercial in character, similar to those in personal property. The relationship of land ownership to biological needs and human autonomy is marginal. Even among those persons fortunate enough to own a home on a plot of land, few rely on their land as a primary source of food. For the large number of persons who live and work in major metropolitan areas, land ownership is irrelevant to self-identity.
The facts in Lucas illustrate the increasingly commercial nature of real property. They also challenge the Court's suggestion that the South Carolina law prohibited the" 'essential use' " of Lucas' land. 76 At issue were two relatively sma1110ts (90 feet wide by 160 feet deep). The landowner paid $1 million for both lots, intending to build a house for himself on the first and to hold the second as an investment. 77 Lucas' investment interest in the second lot is hard to distinguish from an "extinguishable" commercial interest in personal property. In fact, this investment is similar to ownership of high risk stock. The market value of the lot had apparently increased by almost 100 percent in the year preceding his purchase, and by almost 40 percent the year before that.1 8 Nor can one easily equate the beachfront luxury home Lucas presumably envisioned for the first lot with the "essential uses" of the nineteenth century homesteaders, on which the Court seemed to base its "historical compact" and "constitutional culture" references favoring protection of real property. Lucas' interest in constructing a million-dollar residence on the coast is a distant cousin to the interests of those nineteenth century pioneers who depended on ownership of land for survival. No doubt the pioneers of yesteryear would have viewed the construction of a house on a site so exposed to the elements as dim-witted rather than "essential." 75 Indeed, the Court's readiness to treat Lucas' luxury and investment uses of land as the kind of "essential use" entitled to heightened constitutional protection is the most troubling aspect of Lucas. More appropriate successors to the constitutional protection afforded nineteenth century homesteaders would seem to be individuals seeking judicial protection from arbitrary governmental action-action threatening their ability to enter and become citizens of the United States, to gain employment, or to obtain housing, education for their children, health care, and welfare assistance. These interests, not those of Lucas in the Isle of Palms, are the kind that currently determine the ability of many to survive and that dictate their quality of life.
Unfortunately, recent decades have witnessed the development of a Court increasingly hesitant to use the Constitution to redress these pressing social ills. Phrased in terms of the anti-democratic dangers of an activist federal judiciary, the arguments against judicially framing these interests as constitutional entitlements have some abstract force. Nonetheless, a most unflattering portrait of the Court emerges when its restraint on issues affecting the very survival of many is juxtaposed against its eagerness to protect the highly speCUlative commercial real property interests at issue in Lucas.
III. THE IRONY OF LUCAS
It is commonplace to observe that Supreme Court Justices evolve over time in ways that undoubtedly annoy the Presidents who appointed them. Supreme Court rulings are no different, in that their ultimate legal impact often bears little resemblance to the initial expectations of their authors. Lucas may be such a case.
Lucas likely reflects the high-water mark for constitutional protection of private property. The case presented awful facts from the government's perspective. Additionally, the Court was dominated by a conservative supermajority that was predisposed against the government's position. Nonetheless, the Court avoided making the extreme pro-property, antiregulation ruling that many had feared.
Indeed, it is hard to imagine worse facts for the defense of a governmental regulation in a takings case. The plaintiff was an individual who wanted to build a house on his land. His neighbors had houses on their property, and the governing law at the time he purchased his lot did not bar such construction. After a trial, the state lower court found that the development restriction barring the plaintiff from building a house had rendered his property valueless. 79 Notwithstanding this factual backdrop and a Court dominated by conservative Justices selected by Presidents (Reagan and Bush) sympathetic to landowner claims of government excesses, the Lucas Court could not muster a majority ruling that a taking had occurred. The Court instead remanded the case, acknowledging that what initially appeared to be a worst case sce-79. Id. at 2889. [Vol. 45:1411 nario for the government might not actually amount to an unconstitutional taking. In reaching this conclusion, the Court quietly retreated from its prior categorical statements that the deprivation of all "economically viable use" was by itself enough to render a regulation an unconstitutional taking. 80
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The Court engaged in a shell game by pointedly rejecting a "noxious" or "harmful use" exception to the Takings Clause, only to adopt its analytical equivalent dubbed "background principles of nuisance and property law."81 The stability of those principles is illusory, however, given the Court's explicit recognition that their application requires a balancing of harms and social values and may evolve over time with "new knowledge" or "changed circumstances."82 That the unsympathetic Lucas majority felt compelled to acknowledge the logic of allowing the law to change in this manner is a hopeful harbinger of what the Court might do in a case with facts more sympathetic to the government.
Furthermore, the majority's intimations that the background principles must be supplied by judge-made common law, rather than by legislative or regulatory enactment, will probably not survive review in the future. Three of the four Justices (Justices Kennedy, Blackmun, and Stevens) who declined to join the majority opinion explicitly criticized this aspect of the holding. 83 Justice White, who joined the majority opinion, has since annou~ced his resignation, and his successor is unlikely to share much of Justice Scalia's agenda. Finally, Justice O'Connor, who also joined the majority, is unlikely to adhere to that view when pressed in the future.
Commentators too frequently conclude that Justices who join an opinion for the Court necessarily endorse all of its nuances. Especially where, as in Lucas, the Court is handing down a decision issued at the end of the Term, a Justice is unlikely to deprive the Court of a majority over a disagreement with some peripheral suggestions in the opinion. The Justices are rarely that obsessive, partly because the internal institutional cost of rooting out all such problems is frequently too high. 84 In fact, Justice O'Connor's opinion for the Court in Yee 85 undermines the assumption that she embraces all the implications of Justice Scalia's opinion for the Court in Lucas. 86 In Yee, Justice O'Connor carefully distinguished physical invasion takings from regulatory takings, stating that the latter are not subject to a "clear rule."87 She also described the deprivation of the "economic use of the property" as just one factor in the "complex factual assessments of the purposes and economic effects of government actions" required to evaluate regulatory takings claims. 88 Justice O'Connor has also not consistently sided with the pro-property faction on the Court. She joined Justice Stevens' dissent in First English,89 suggesting her heightened sensitivity to massive damage awards against state and local governments in takings cases. 90 O'Connor's opinions also express a general wariness of the competency and propriety of judges second guessing legislative factfinding and policymaking through the guise of constitutional adjudication. 91 Justice O'Connor would therefore seem unlikely to join Justice Scalia in a case directly addressing the competence of a legislature or a regulatory agency to make the kind of nuisance-like determinations that were the exclusive province of the common law courts in far simpler times. 92
Still, the most important ramification of the Court's efforts in Lucas lies in its increasing emphasis on per se rules to dispose of takings claims. With Lucas, the Court has fashioned two categories of presumptive regulatory takings: physical invasions and deprivation of all economic value. 93 If the challenged governmental regulation fits into either of the two categories, the takings equivalent of "strict scrutiny" will apply. As a result, a physical invasion will invariably be held a taking, as will a regulation resulting in total economic deprivation, subject to the "background principles" exception.
But, because environmental protection laws almost never result in total economic deprivations,94 that categorical presumption will rarely apply. Instead, the negative implication of the category's nonapplicability will dominate the lower courts' takings analyses. These courts will likely apply the opposite presumption that no taking has occurred. 94. Environmental laws often bar the most profitable use, but they only rarely eliminate all economic uses of property, as the Lucas majority acknowledged both directly, see id. at 2894 (asserting that these situations are "relatively rare"), and indirectly, by distinguishing prior precedent, see id. at 2899 ("None [of our prior cases] that employed the logic of 'harmful use' prevention to sustain a regulation involved an allegation that the regulation wholly eliminated the value of the claimant's land.").
Such a presumption would parallel judicial tendencies in several other areas of constitutional analysis. Within the First Amendment, Commerce Clause, Equal Protection, and Due Process doctrines, the courts apply a two-tiered approach. If "strict scrutiny" applies, the government must show that the challenged law is narrowly tailored to serve a compelling state interest. Otherwise, the law need only meet the less exacting "rational basis" standard, which requires that the law be reasonably related to a legitimate governmental purpose. In practice, the two-tier framework means that the courts' threshold determinations of which standard of review to apply decides the constitutional question: Under strict scrutiny, the law is inevitably struck down; under rational review, it stands.
The judicial tendency to rely on reverse presumptions seems to have occurred in the Supreme Court's application of the administrative law doctrine announced in Chevron U.S.A., Inc. v. Natural Resources Defense Council, Inc. 95 The Chevron Court instructed the lower courts to defer to an administrative agency's reasonable interpretation of the statutory language it administrates, unless the meaning of that language is unambiguous. 96 Although hailed (and criticized) for promoting judicial deference to administrative agency interpretations, the Chevron two-step analysis may actually have had the opposite effect. The courts regularly conclude that Congress has, in fact, addressed the issue directly in the statutory language, and hence give no deference to the agency construction of the law. The result has been less, rather than more, deference to agency interpretations. 97 The same phenomenon may occur in Lucas' aftermath. When claims of regulatory takings arise, lower court litigation will initially focus on whether there has been a complete deprivation of economic value. Once the government has disproved total economic loss, a task which should not be difficult, the court will be deprived of the advantages of a per se rule. Faced with the unprincipled vagaries of the multifaceted balancing test prescribed by Penn Central,98 the court will most likely apply rational basis scrutiny and simply sustain the governmental action. This result is particularly likely now that the Lucas Court has indicated that there is no principled basis for distinguishing between promoting public benefits and preventing public harm. 99 95. 467 u.s. 837 (1984 The final reason for hope after Lucas lies in the majority's efforts to harmonize takings analysis with other constitutional doctrines. Most promising is the Lucas Court's suggestion, analogizing from Free Exercise Clause precedent, that "generally applicable" environmental restrictions are not unconstitutional takings when, unlike the South Carolina law, they are not "aimed at land" in the first instance. lOO In Employment Division, Department of Human Resources v. Smith,lOl the Court, in an opinion authored by Justice Scalia, held that a generally applicable criminal prohibition on the use of a drug did not violate the Free Exercise Clause when applied to someone using that drug for religious purposes. 102 While disagreeing with Justice Stevens' claim that the South Carolina law was such a generally applicable law, the Lucas majority acknowledged the validity of the analogy in other takings cases. "Perhaps," the majority stated, "a law that destroys the value of land without being aimed at land . . . cannot constitute a compensable taking."103 Because most environmental restrictions, such as the Clean Air Act lO4 or Clean Water Act, lOS are not "aimed at land" in the first instance, such a rule could effectively immunize many environmental protection measures from Takings Clause scrutiny.
Those resisting takings claims might also analogize from free speech precedent in defense of government regulation. Many landowners in takings cases argue that the Fifth Amendment places objective, external limitations on the extent to which environmental laws can reduce expectations in real property rights. Under their analyses, the Constitution imposes a normative view of what private property must be. It follows that state law cannot define away private property rights, even prospectively with notice. To defeat this argument, government lawyers might merge the Lucas Court's acknowledgement that state law defines the contours of property expectations with the Court's deference to "contemporary community standards" in First Amendment obscenity cases. 106 The latter doctrine is a good example of the Court's refusal to adopt the very kind of uniform federal constitutional standard that private property stalwarts claim should be erected based on the Takings Clause. 107 As described in Justice Kennedy'S concurring opinion in Lucas, a Fourth STANFORD LAW REVIEW [Vol. 45:1411
Amendment analogy could be similarly helpful to government regulators. 108 The Court has, in Fourth Amendment cases, ruled that the physical characteristics of property may profoundly affect the reasonableness of a landowner's expectations of privacy. Hence, the Court has held that privacy expectations in a property owner's "open fields" are low enough to allow a warrantless search and seizure, particularly when "these lands ... are accessible to the public."lo9 Applying this Fourth Amendment doctrine to Fifth Amendment takings analysis, a court could conclude that the physical characteristics of the resource diminish the property owner's expectations of economic return. This analysis might even apply to government-sponsored physical invasions. In Nollan v. California Coastal Commission, 110 for example, the Court held that a state law that conditioned a building permit for a beachfront home on the applicant's granting a public easement directly in front of the house amounted to an unconstitutional taking. In Nollan, the property in question would have been outside the "close" for Fourth Amendment purposes, because the beach area in dispute was separated from the house by an eight foot seawall; thus, the Court could have relied on Fourth Amendment precedent to find that the landowner had diminished privacy expectations for Fifth Amendment takings purposes. Nollan would have been a particularly good vehicle for the importation of search and seizure doctrine because the Court's taking determination was rooted in the uniquely serious character of an injury caused by physical invasion of private property.
Lucas' bite may ultimately tum on the lower courts' willingness to accept the majority's invitation to scrutinize state court property and tort rulings to determine whether they are supported by "an objectively reasonable application of relevant precedents." 11 I Unfortunately, "takings" plaintiffs may not be able to take advantage of that limitation. State court judges are not likely to conclude that their own application of precedent is not "objectively reasonable." And, while federal judges might be more willing to second-guess their state judicial counterparts, they are not likely to have much opportunity to do so. The Supreme Court's ripeness rules effectively require that "as applied" takings challenges be initiated in state administrative and judicial fora. 112 The Supreme Court's new emphasis on the background principles of state property and tort law may also prompt federal court abstention to provide state courts with the first opportunity to resolve those issues of state law. 113 IV. CONCLUSION For well over a decade, a majority on the Supreme Court has accepted the premise that unduly harsh environmental restrictions warrant judicial redress through the Takings Clause. The Court has devoted considerable time to the takings issue, notwithstanding the absence of the kind of conflict in the lower court rulings normally necessary to trigger the Court's review. Yet, in most of the cases granted certiorari, the Court concluded that the constitutional challenge lacked merit. And, the precedential impact of those few instances in which the Court ruled for the property owner has been reduced by the thinness of the shifting coalitions that produced the result.
Lucas is no exception. The Court assembled a majority in favor of the private property owner only by relying on the fiction that the challenged law had diminished the value of the plaintiff's land essentially to zero. The more far-reaching and controversial implications of the majority opinion, authored by Justice Scalia, are unlikely to command a future majority. In particular, neither Justice O'Connor nor Justice White's successor seems likely to share Justice Scalia's belief in heightened judicial scrutiny of state legislative efforts to redefine private property in response to changing social conditions and empirical information.
Rather, Lucas likely signals the emergence of a takings analysis that is more receptive to environmental concerns. Even after accepting the fiction that no economic value remained in Lucas' property, the Court could not conclude that a taking had occurred. The Court ultimately acknowledged that the physical interaction among natural resources may justify the government's restriction of those private property rights without violating the Takings Clause. The Court also recognized, albeit parenthetically, the dynamic nature of permissible restrictions due to "changed circumstances" and "new knowledge."
Of course, predicting future Supreme Court outcomes based on past performance is an uncertain enterprise. The Court is not monolithic; its views change along with its membership. Less obvious, but as important, the Court's views shift as its assumptions regarding the world around it change. Perhaps a similar questioning of premises is now warranted on the takings issue. The most important lesson of the Court's decade-plus effort to limit environmental regulation through the Takings Clause may be that the effort is misguided. The Court's inability to develop a coherent, consistent framework for takings analysis is symptomatic of a deeper flaw in the Court's thinking. The Court has reason to reconsider its apparent underlying assumption that a serious problem exists warranting an extraordinary exercise of judicial intervention. As in past Terms, the governmental excesses anticipated in Yee and PFZ Properties failed to materialize on closer scrutiny. And in Lucas, the Court was able to rule for the landowner only by assuming that the government had deprived the land of any economic value, and by declining to scrutinize such an unlikely proposition. In short, the Takings Clause has not been reinvigorated because the Court has not discovered any widespread problem justifying that result. For this same reason, the Court should begin to question the wisdom of the entire takings venture.
